
 

Year 4 RE - Autumn Term 

First Half Term Overview 

Our RE Topic for the first half of Autumn term is Creation. 

Week beginning  Curriculum coverage – learning outcome 

 
w/c 03.09.18 

 

 Know what will be covered during the Creation unit, the key vocabulary used 
within the unit and the aims of the unit. 

 Hear, read and explore key images that speak of God in the Old Testament 
and be able to explain how these images relate to God 

 
w/c 10.09.18 

 

 Think about, discuss and then be able to explain what being created in the 
image and likeness of God means to us. 

 Understand the differences between people and describe the importance of 
diversity and of having respect for those from different cultures and those 
who have different beliefs. 

 
w/c 17.09.18 

 

 Be able to research the work of charities that celebrate diversity and the 
ways in which these organisations work to value and recognise the image 
and likeness of God in others. 

 
w/c 24.09.18 

 

 Be able to explain the work of these organisations and explore ways in which 
the class may commit themselves to working for the needs of other people. 

 
w/c 01.10.18 

 

 Using the Pentateuch, read the story of the call of Abram. Discuss the 
promise made by God to Abram and write a prayer acknowledging the 
importance of this promise. 

 
w/c 8.10.18 

 

 Be able to use knowledge of religious stories to write a story about being 
chosen by God in a special way. 

 Understand the test Abraham faced and reflect on things we have found 
difficult to do. Use this understanding to map Abraham’s feelings. 

 
w/c 15.10.18 

 
 Be able to relate our own  family traditions of passing things on to how God’s 

promise to Abraham was passed on. 
 Look at Geneses 28:10-17. Dramatise the dream of Jacob and create  artwork of 

the images contained in the story. 
 Be able to explain the traits shown by different people in the story and 

understand the value and importance of reconciliation. 
 Show knowledge of the chronological order of Abraham’s family tree. 

 
Please be aware that planning is reviewed after each session and is adapted to meet the needs of the children. 
Therefore, there may be some changes to the week in which learning outcomes are addressed. 

 


